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Interface designers typically think of "dialogs" in terms of low-level, relatively syntactic interactions such as menu selections. When trying to make systems with complex information spaces more accessible to users, however, providing graphical user interfaces that deal mainly with such low-level presentation concerns is only part of the solution. Of greater importance is the use of interaction paradigms based on a notion of well-defined, higher-level dialog games in human-to-human interaction, facilitate communication by making it clearer what capabilities each side is expected to have, the kinds of input they expect, and how they can be expected to interpret and respond to those inputs. In this paper we describe how a particular interaction paradigm of this kind, called specification by reformulation, can be seen as a clarification dialog, one form of dialog game. We focus on presenting the procedure involved in analyzing new application domains in order to instantiate this paradigm within them, and exemplify with an implementation of a tool to assist users in selecting reports from a very large database system.
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ABSTRACT
Interface designers typically think of systems in terms of low-level, relatively syntactic interaction such as menu selections. But when trying to locate items with complex information spaces more amenable to users, providing graphical user interfaces that deal mainly with such low-level presentation concerns is only part of the solution. Of greater importance is the use of interaction paradigms based on a notion of well-defined, higher-level dialogs. Such paradigms, analogous to what linguists have called dialog games in human-to-human interaction, facilitate communication by making it clearer what capabilities each side is expected to have, the kinds of inputs they expect, and how they can be expected to interpret and respond to those inputs. In this paper, we describe how a partial description of the items, guided by feedback provided in the form of example items matching the description as it appears at each iteration. In this paper, we describe how a particular interaction paradigm, specification by reformulation, can be seen as a clarification dialog, one form of dialog game. We focus on presenting the procedure involved in analyzing new application domains in order to instantiate this paradigm for them, and exemplify it with an implementation of a tool to assist users in selecting reports from a very large database.

KEYWORDS: Clarification dialogs, user dialogs, user interface paradigms, complex information spaces, specification by reformulation, retrieval by reformulation, dialog games.

INTRODUCTION
A large body of recent work on human-computer interaction focuses on means of making complex information systems such as very large databases or computer networks, accessible to relatively inexperienced users (see for instance [4, 2, 1, 3, 9]). The two major problems novice users of these systems are faced with are those of mentally grasping the scope and structure of the information spaces presented by the systems, and formulating commands to navigate through such information spaces to locate items of interest [4]. These problems are not adequately addressed solely by building easy to use, graphical user interfaces to the systems; such interfaces are only part of the solution. Of greater importance than focusing on low-level details such as button layout conventions and menu organizations, is the use of interaction paradigms that emphasize the notion of high-level dialogs in human-computer interaction.

RABBIT [5], HELGON [3], and our own previous research on the BACKBORD system [11] have demonstrated the viability of the retrieval by reformulation paradigm to this end. In retrieval by reformulation, users find items they are searching for in a database by successively refining a partial description of the items, guided by feedback provided in the form of example items matching the description as it appears at each iteration. In this paper, we argue that retrieval by reformulation represents an instantiation of a general style of naturally occurring human dialog that characterizes interactions intended to help clarify intent [6], and that it should be possible to apply this paradigm to a wide range of application domains beyond database retrieval. Other authors, such as Stelzner and Williams [7] and Yen [11], have already demonstrated that retrieval by reformulation can be generalized to be used in applications such as knowledge based interface development and electronic mail message creation. Stelzner and Williams coined the term specification by reformulation for this, more general version of the paradigm. The common denominator among these applications, as well as the RABBIT and HELGON systems, is that their human-computer interaction component can be expressed in terms of a clarification dialog. Generally speaking, the role of the computer in such a dialog is to ask users, “Is this what you mean?” at each dialog iteration, to which users respond either affirmatively, or by providing further inputs to clarify their intentions, guided by feedback provided by the system. On-line help system navigation, interactive database query generation, and document library browsing are a few examples of situations where such a dialog can occur.
Our main focus in this paper is on describing the general process of analyzing an application to understand how to instantiate a clarification dialog within a new domain, expressed in terms of the specification by reformulation paradigm. We illustrate this process for a particular case by presenting our work on the design and implementation of BB386 (the name signifies it is a derivative version of BACKBORD that runs on any 386-based, or better, PC), a system to help users select reports from very large databases. We precede our analysis section with a discussion of the essential components of the specification by reformulation paradigm, and related work, in the light of clarification dialogs. We close by generalizing the lessons learned from implementing BB386 to emphasize the importance of designing user interfaces that support the notion of high-level dialog paradigms.

CLARIFICATION DIALOGS

The variations in skill levels between different users of complex information systems, such as very large databases, can be expressed in terms of the degree of metaknowledge [1] they possess about data stored in the systems. Expert users know where to look for something, how it is represented in the system, and how to formulate a request to retrieve the data. Inexperienced users, on the other hand, might have only vague ideas of what they want to find, and little or no knowledge of how to go about communicating their intentions to the system. This gap is primarily of semantic nature, and cannot be bridged simply by providing sophisticated user interfaces to such systems. What is needed instead is support for a notion of human-computer dialogs at the conversational level (although not necessarily expressed in terms of natural language interaction), instead of at the level of describing window appearances, etc. User interface paradigms based on high-level dialogs are capable of bridging the semantic metaknowledge gap by providing users with several forms of feedback and guidance as they work. The very successful retrieval by reformulation paradigm is an example of this. When coupled with well-designed, graphical user interfaces, such paradigms can also bridge any syntactical gap that may be present. Later in this paper we present the steps involved in analyzing the semantics of a general application domain to instantiate a high-level dialog based paradigm for its user interface. First, however, we turn to the origins of our notion of high-level dialogs, in regular, human dialog.

Dialog Games

In their research on naturally occurring human dialog, Mann [6], and Levin and Moore [5], found that people appear to interact according to mutually agreed upon patterns, or rules, that constrain their roles and behaviors as participants in a dialog. These rules are organized around the goals each participant seeks to attain through the dialog. Mann defined the term dialog games for such goal-oriented exchanges, and provided a partial classification of some of the commonly occurring dialog games. He found that the notion of dialog games plays a vital part in correct interpretation of dialogs and dialog components. Indeed, it is often the case that individual sentences of a dialog are impossible to interpret correctly without knowing what dialog game they are part of. For instance, the question, "What's the current CPU load factor?" can be interpreted either as a request for the actual load factor expressed as some numeric value, or as a request for an explanation of what the term "current CPU load factor" represents. Which interpretation is the correct one depends on the current dialog game. If the question is posed as part of an information-seeking dialog game (see below), the first response is the correct one. If it is posed as part of a helping dialog game (see below), the second one is correct. A dialog game only works if both participants act according to the conventions of that particular game; i.e., are 'playing the same game'.

In many computer application domains, such as database retrieval or command selection, the user interaction closely resembles one of the three dialog games (as defined by Mann): helping, where the initiator wants to solve a problem and interacts with the respondent to arrive at a solution, action-seeking, where the initiator wants some action performed and interacts with the respondent to get him to perform it; and, information-seeking, where the initiator wants to know some specific information and interacts with the respondent to learn it.

Although computers are a long way from being able to participate in the free-form dialogs Mann et. al. studied, it is still useful to try to apply the underlying insights to human-computer interactions by creating analogous interaction paradigms. Building applications that make clear what dialog games they support allow users to establish a degree of confidence in the systems: They can expect such systems to behave in certain ways, and to support certain kinds of operations appropriate to the dialog games. The actual process involved in designing the user interface component of such applications is illustrated in the section "Problem Analysis," later in this paper.

Retrieval by Reformulation

It is interesting to view retrieval by reformulation systems, such as RABBIT [9] and HELGON [3], in the light of dialog games. These systems help users create database (or knowledge base) queries by successively refining a partial description of the items sought after. The retrieval by reformulation paradigm was derived from a psychological theory of human remembering that states that examples and other associations are more important to people than formal attributes when defining categories of items [10]. Both RABBIT and HELGON consist of three major components: a partial description, a list of example items matching the description, and a view of one example item. Users begin either with a very general description that matches all items in the database (the only alternative supported by RABBIT), or with a description of some item they already are familiar with (HELGON supports both
alternatives). This initial description is transformed by the system into a database query, which is then used to retrieve example items consistent with it. Users can view individual examples, and select portions of them to incorporate back into the description, thus reformulating it to better express their intent. The refined description is then used to retrieve new matching items. The entire sequence is repeated over again, until the desired items are finally retrieved. This process can be seen as a form of the information-seeking dialog game in which the system's role, in effect, is to ask users, “Is this what you mean?” questions at each step of the way. Users may respond to these questions by answering, in effect, “Yes!” or “No. I want to add this component too [pointing to component in example],” or “No. Generalize this value [pointing to value in description],” and so on. We refer to this cooperative process as a clarification dialog. The three components of the RABBIT and HELGON systems, the partial description, the matching examples list, and the presentation of individual examples, respectively embody the actions of refinement, feedback, and guidance, key parts of a clarification dialog.

Users working with RABBIT or HELGON are navigating through an information space where each node in the space is represented by a description. The examples retrieved at each step along the way provide guidance by showing users both what terms they can refer to in the description, and how the information space is structured. This explorative approach allows users to rapidly focus their search on smaller, more manageable subsets of the information space. The two systems take different approaches to determining in what way users can move through the information space, however. In RABBIT, user input is limited to critiques of the retrieved examples by the system. This ensures that users can only refer to objects they have seen, and thus are known to exist in the database. In HELGON, it is possible to refine the description either by using examples, or by directly typing in values. This allows experienced users, who know what they want, to say so directly, thereby skipping several steps in the reformulation process.

**Specification by Reformulation**

Our initial implementation of the BACKBORD system [11] was similar to HELGON in terms of how users could seed the reformulation process. BACKBORD allowed users to start with either a very general description and refine it by adding further details, or with a description of some known item that could then be generalized, or in other ways altered, to produce the desired results. The methods available to refine the description were more akin to RABBIT than HELGON, however. Our application domain for BACKBORD went beyond generic retrieval and editing of databases and knowledge bases, leading us to use to join Stelzner and Williams [7] in using the term specification by reformulation to describe our user interaction paradigm. In specification by reformulation, no assumptions are made about the kinds of objects the partial description refers to, hence the method of generating feedback for users could be through database retrieval, simple table lookup, numerical computation, intelligent reasoning processes, etc. The range of possible application domains is very large, and could include database query construction, operating system command selection, report selection, or on-line help system navigation.

Specification by reformulation is a more general instance of the information-seeking dialog game. The three important actions of a cooperative clarification dialog, those of refinement, feedback, and guidance, are retained, as are their respective embodiments in the partial description, the list of matching example items, and the example item view. The paradigm thus retains all the advantages of retrieval by reformulation when dealing with complex information spaces, while adding flexibility in terms of the structure and contents of the partial description. This entails a need for two additional components to the paradigm, however: one to process the partial description before it can be used to generate feedback, and another to determine what parts of the feedback information to display, as well as how to display it. The actual implementations of these components may be highly application specific, but they will share the same core set of semantic relationships.

![Figure 1: Refinement Loop of the Specification by Reformulation Paradigm](image-url)

Figure 1, from [11], illustrates the refinement loop of the specification by reformulation paradigm and the relationships between its components. There are two separate, complementary feedback loops shown in the figure. The innermost loop mainly provides advice to the user on how to proceed with the description, such as what attributes are still missing from it for it to qualify as being complete (where completeness is defined by the application domain). This advice can be of both syntactic and semantic nature. For instance, for an electronic mail message to be complete, it must have a recipient, a subject, and a message body.
The outermost loop provides feedback in the form of results produced when the partial description created by the user is applied to the application's information space. The description is first converted into a form suitable for generating feedback. This conversion process may, for instance, entail translating a graphical representation of the description, as expressed by the user, into a declarative form that can be processed by the system. Or, in some applications, it may mean the relaxing of constraints specified by the user, in order to generate a broader spectrum of feedback items. The next step of the loop is to generate the actual feedback. As mentioned earlier, this can be through any one of several methods depending on the application domain. Once the feedback has been retrieved, the final step is to process and present it to the user. This processing can entail filtering out unnecessary items, or parts of items. How to actually present the feedback items is determined by the application domain, and might also be influenced by the types of the items themselves.

Instantiating the specification by reformulation paradigm for an application requires mapping the components shown in Figure 1 onto elements of the application dialog. The steps involved in this process are presented in the following section.

**Problem Analysis**

The Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) operates several database systems as part of their efforts to maintain inventories of parts for the Air Force (where a part can be anything from a bolt, to a jet engine, to an entire airplane). Each of these databases deals with different aspects of the parts procurement, or inventory management, process. For example, one database holds information on purchase contracts and the line items of such contracts, another holds detailed information on various parts and their current availability, etc. These databases are used by people in positions ranging from buyers to upper-level management. For each database there are a number of reports available that users may request. Each report takes one or more parameters as input, and returns a printout in a particular format (on paper or on a terminal) of the information requested. The total number of available reports numbers in the upper hundreds. These reports are completely independent of each other and are not organized into any form of hierarchy or other structure. For instance, it is not possible to refer to, as a group, reports that share certain characteristics. Users are not able to generate their own, custom reports to the databases (for reasons of security, as well as various system limitations).

**High Level Analysis**

If we are considering instantiating the specification by reformulation paradigm for an application, we must first determine if our application matches the characteristics of domains in which this paradigm is useful. Specification by reformulation is designed to operate on an information space where each node in the space can be represented by some form of description, and where there exists a notion of relationships between nodes that is captured in these descriptions. The relationships need not be explicitly present in the information space in the form of links or hierarchical structures; as long as they can be captured in the descriptions. The tasks of users working with such an information space must be capable of being expressed in terms of navigating through the information space to locate nodes (items) of interest.

Looking again at the AFLC's systems, we find that they do present a large, complex information space to their users, where the nodes of the information space represent the available reports. The relationships between nodes (reports) is purely implicit (i.e., there are no explicit representations of them in the system, but such relationships do exist, for instance, in terms of what information different reports return). The task facing users of these systems is to navigate through the information space to find reports they need. Clearly, the characteristics required by the specification by reformulation paradigm are all present.

To instantiate specification by reformulation for this application, we need to determine the elements of the application dialog and how these can be mapped onto the components of the paradigm. There are six basic steps to performing this mapping, as presented below. Refer to Figure 1 for an illustration of the relationships between each step.

- **Establish the topic of the partial description.** What is it users are trying to describe? Some thought also has to be given to a possible formal representation of the description topic.

- **Determine what operators are relevant to refining the description.** The paradigm defines a few generic operators for modifying descriptions, such as adding or deleting parts, and if the application's information space is suitably structured, specialize part and generalize part. We need to see how, and if, these can be instantiated, and then determine what domain-specific operators are needed as well.

- **Decide what kinds of feedback can be generated based on the partial description.** As a minimum we want to have a list of items matching the description. Other kinds of possible feedback include different forms of advice (see Figure 1).

- **Determine how to convert the description to a form suitable for generating feedback.** This might mean constructing a database query from the description, for instance.

- **Decide how feedback should be presented.** Is there a need for filtering the feedback, or for converting it into another form? Numerical data may, for instance, be converted into graphs in this step.
• Determine in what form user guidance can be provided from the feedback. Allowing users to look at, and work with, example items returned as feedback is one form of guidance. There can also be other forms, such as syntactic guidance—so that only syntactically correct descriptions can be generated.

**Instantiating the Paradigm**

We will use AFLC's database systems to illustrate this process:

**Establishing a description topic**: Since the nodes of this application's information space are the individual reports, these should be the subject of the refinement process, and therefore the topic of the partial descriptions users will work with.

**Determining relevant operators**: We will postpone this issue until we have decided on a formal representation for the description (see the section “Formal Representations,” below).

**Determining kinds of available feedback and advice**: Referring to Figure 1, if we begin with the outer loop, the feedback we want is a list of reports matching the partial description. But, in this case, the information space we are working with does not provide any support for retrieving reports based on their attributes (reports can only be retrieved by name). Since we cannot generate our own custom report requests to the databases (for reasons mentioned earlier), there are two alternative approaches to solving this problem. The first is to retrieve all reports from the databases and match them, one by one, against the description—an impractical solution that would be very expensive in terms of computing time. The second is to build a knowledge base, internal to our system, that models each report using a formal representation that can easily be matched against the description. This approach is much faster than the first alternative, but it does require that a knowledge base be constructed containing entries for every available report. It also requires maintaining this knowledge base as new reports are added, and old ones removed. Nevertheless, this seems like a small price to pay considering our other alternative. It also has the advantage of making the next step trivial, since similar representations of reports can be used for the description and the knowledge base.

In the inner feedback loop of Figure 1, we generate advice to the user. One such category of advice is informing users about valid completions of the current description. Having this advice would help constrain users' search through the information space. Since, in our application, the entire information space is modeled in the internal knowledge base, such advice is easily generated.

**Determining need for description conversion**: In this case, due to the knowledge base representation we chose in the previous step, this step is trivial.

Deciding how to present feedback: Showing a list of the names of reports that match the partial description is an adequate solution for this application.

Determining forms of guidance to provide: Adhering to the specification by reformulation paradigm, guidance would best be provided by showing examples of output generated by each report that matches the partial description. Unfortunately, a report requires certain parameters to execute, and it would be impractical to force users to provide such parameters to simply see a sample of a report's output. To solve this problem, we can use 'canned' report results. For each report, we 'can' one or more typical report outputs to give users an idea of what they look like. The refinement loop is completed by allowing users to select fields from the report and introduce them into the description.

**Defining the Representation**

With our high level analysis complete, we now turn to developing a representation for the reports. This representation must capture the distinct features of each report and allow us to talk about similarities, and other relationships, between them. It is also the terminology users will employ when constructing descriptions of reports they seek to find. Development of a formal representation is of such vital importance to users' acceptance of the completed system that user participation in this process is crucial. The representation we arrived at, in close cooperation with AFLC, decomposes a report into four components: a subject, basically the main topic of the report; one or more attributes, providing further detail to the subject; a source, that specifies to what database the report applies; and one or more data field names, essentially an enumeration of all the names (as represented in the database) of data fields the report returns information on. The subject and attributes together form a high-level representation of a report's main substance. The data field names provide finer detail to the substance. The source specification establishes the context of the report (for instance, if it applies to the database of 'parts', or to the 'contracting' database). All available reports are represented in the internal knowledge base using these components.

With the above representation of reports in mind, we can now turn to determining operators for modifying the partial description. We see that we need operations to modify each component individually. Since we have not chosen to impose a structure on the individual members of a component (i.e., it is not possible to say that one particular subject is related to another subject in some way), structural operators such as generalize and specialize have no meaning. Instead, we define only the basic editing operators of adding, deleting, and replacing for each component. We also define a copy operator for copying portions of example report results into the description.
Irr-\text{-}i feedback loop between description modification and matching reports is made possible by \text{KBase}, an internal knowledge base to work with, instead of having to perform database queries after each refinement operation. Users modify the description in one of three ways: by directly typing in new values into their respective type-in fields, by copying values from examples (see below), or by selecting values from menus available for each component. The buttons labeled \textit{MENU} in Figure 2 cause these menus to be displayed. Figure 3 shows the menu for the \textit{subject} component.

These menus are part of the inner feedback loop shown in Figure 1. They are constrained to show only values that are valid completions to the partial description as it currently appears. For instance, in the description shown in Figure 2, if we had not yet selected a \textit{subject}, but had provided the \textit{attribute} value \textit{delinquent}, the subject menu would contain only the entry \textit{contract} for us to use since it is the only \textit{subject} to which \textit{delinquent} can apply (due to the structure of AFLC's reports). The menus also act to show users what values each component can have. Users are similarly constrained to typing in only valid values for the description components. BB386 provides a substring search mechanism that allows users to type in only partial values for components, and use the buttons labeled \textit{SEARCH}, in Figure 2, to find completions for these values.

The bottom-most section of the description window shown in Figure 2 displays the name of one of the reports matching the description, selected from the list of matching reports. This field also acts as a type-in area for report names. Using this field, users may perform string searches for reports based on their names in the same fashion as the string search facility available for description components. The search applies to the list of matching reports, as it currently appears.

Figure 4 shows the window containing the list of matching reports. It consists of two separate scrolling areas. The upper area is the list of matching reports. Changes to the partial description are immediately visible in the list of matching reports.
reflected in the contents of this list. The lower area lists examples available for reports selected in the upper list. These examples show 'canned' example of output generated by the report. The names used for examples can reflect particular formatting options, or the values of other parameters the corresponding reports require.

The example window is shown in Figure 5. It presents output from reports as they would appear on paper, or on a terminal screen. Any number of such outputs can be displayed simultaneously for different reports (each will appear in a separate example window). Using the COPY button, users may copy items from the example, such as data field names, into the description window (there is a corresponding PASTE command in the EDIT menu of the description window menu bar). In our current implementation of BB386, this copy facility is based on copying text from the example into the description. There is currently no notion of objects, or object structure, within examples - they are merely text. In future versions of BB386 we plan to implement a more sophisticated copying scheme.

Accelerators
All menus and lists in BB386 are equipped with accelerators to allow experienced users to more rapidly navigate through them. For instance, double-clicking on a report in the list of matching reports (Figure 4) will copy the definition of that report (expressed in terms of subject, attributes, source, and data fields) into the description area. This facility makes it easy to browse through the reports to examine their components, or to start the reformulation process with a known report and then generalize the description from there.

Selecting a Report
Once the desired report has been found, retrieving it is simply a matter of choosing it from the list of matching reports (Figure 4) and selecting a command from the REPORT pull-down menu shown in Figure 2. After prompting the user for parameters required to generate the report, a request is sent off to the appropriate database system. In the current implementation of BB386, the report results are displayed in a terminal emulation window, detached from the BB386 program. In future implementations we will better integrate this portion of the report retrieval process into BB386.

Knowledge Base Editor
Since BB386 uses an internal knowledge base to do its reasoning, we need some means of keeping this knowledge base up to date. New reports might need to be added, old, no longer useful reports can be discarded, etc. We also need some way of easily creating entirely new knowledge bases for new applications. To fulfill these requirements we created a "system administrator's mode" in BB386. While in this mode, a variant of the same user interface presented in Figure 2 is used to edit the knowledge base. New reports can be defined, report component values (subjects, attributes, etc.) can be added, renamed, or deleted. Newly created reports are immediately merged into the knowledge base, and are available for use when BB386 is returned to its normal

Figure 4: Matching Reports Window

Figure 5: Example Window
mode of operation. To protect the system from accidents caused by inexperienced users, it is possible to passwordprotect the maintenance mode.

CONCLUSION

BB386 illustrates a further step in our efforts to establish a general procedure for mapping the essential components of the specification by reformulation paradigm for new applications, both of which are particularly relevant for our work on constructing a shell. The importance of being able to adapt the operators used to refine the partial description, and to generate feedback based on the description. For BB386 we found that these operations required an internal knowledge base representation of the AFAC's reports. There are many other applications where such an approach might also be necessary. On-line help systems, command selection guidance, geographical map navigation (a potentially interesting, graphical application that could be used with the paradigm) are just a few examples. Clearly, a shell would also need to support such a concept. Related to this matter is the need for adapting the forms of advice given to users, exemplified by the component menus of BB386, which are constrained to show only items that are valid additions to the description. A shell would have to provide hooks for application-specific advice generators to support this notion.

The second important aspect to consider when customizing the paradigm is adapting the various screen presentations of its key components to the application. Model-based user interface design environments, such as the HUMANOID system [8], can greatly reduce the amount of effort involved in performing such adaptations. Other methods for providing syntactic guidance are also important. In BB386 these are exemplified by the component item string search facilities.

High level dialog based interface paradigms, such as specification by reformulation, are important research topics. As user interfaces become more sophisticated in terms of appearances and functionality, the relevance of dialog based paradigms in bridging the gap, remaining, semantic gap in users' inactivity of systems will become increasingly apparent. Explicitly representing dialog games in applications enables users to establish a degree of confidence in the systems. They know what operations they can expect the applications to support, and from what vantage point their inputs will be interpreted. This should allow users to more rapidly become acquainted with new systems, and to find the most efficient methods of accomplishing their work.
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